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          HI,

I want to add signature appearance with a custom co-ordinates and custom width , height.

How can i do that?

This is my code.

const widgetAnnot = await PDFNet.SignatureWidget.createWithDigitalSignatureField(doc, new PDFNet.Rect(0, 50, 100, 1200), certification_sig_field);
await page1.annotPushBack(widgetAnnot);
const img = await PDFNet.Image.createFromFile(doc, in_appearance_image_path);
await widgetAnnot.createSignatureAppearance(img);


But how can i set the exact co-ordinates like stamper.setPosition(100, 203, false) this?

I am confused with new PDFNet.Rect(0, 50, 100, 1200) When we change any of the co-ordiante it will changes the position.

If i want add appearance image to top left corner of a page how can i do that?

Please respond as soon as possible.

Thankyou,

Praveen.

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Focus and Background of a SignatureWidgetAnnotation
                    


                    Add an embedded timestamp from a Timestamp Authority (TSA) to a signature field already signed with a certificate
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Information dictionary
	Add Long-Term Validation (LTV) information for a signature on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Sign a PDF document on Cross-Platform (Core) - About Adding An Approval Signature to a PDF Document
	Add a rectangle annotation to a PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	SignatureWidget - public void createSignatureAppearance (Image img)
	Class PDFViewWPF - ShowRect(Int32, Rect)
	Class Field

Forums:	What is the maximum time PDFTRON sdk running, and About signature
	Digitally sign a PDF on iOS / Android
	Converting UIImage to CGImageRef to get full signature image to fill signature field
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add appearance image to top left corner of a page how can i do that?



The Stamper class is idea for this, as regardless of the page specifics, Stamper will calculate the top left corner, and place your annotation there.

So what you can do is use Stamper to add an annotation, and get that annotation. See this post.

  
    

    [image: ]
    How do I get the stamp annotation after using Stamper::SetAsAnnotation(true)? PDFTron SDK
  

  
    Q. 
When I stamp an annotation, using the Stamper class, how can I get the actual annotation? 
For example? 
s = Stamper(Stamper.e_relative_scale, 0.25, 0.25)
img = Image.Create(doc.GetSDFDoc(), input_path + "peppers.jpg")
s.SetAlignment(Stamper.e_horizontal_center, Stamper.e_vertical_center)
pt = ColorPt(0, 0, 0, 0)
s.SetAsAnnotation(True)
ps = PageSet(1)
s.StampImage(doc, img, ps)

# get annotation?


A. 
Annotations are always added to the end of the list of existing annotations for a page. S…
  



Then call

Rect annot_rect = stamp_annot.GetRect();
page.RemoveAnnot(stamp_annot);


Then you can use annot_rect to create your signature widget.
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